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Abstract. One of the largest uncertainties in the Point Source (PS) studies, at Fermi-LAT energies [1], is the uncertainty in the
diffuse background. In general there are two approaches for PS analysis: background-dependent methods, that include modeling of
the diffuse background, and background-independent methods. In this work we study PGWave [2], which is one of the background-
independent methods, based on wavelet filtering to find significant clusters of gamma rays. PGWave is already used in the Fermi-
LAT catalog pipeline for finding candidate sources. We test PGWave, not only for source detection, but especially to estimate the
flux without the need of a background model. We use Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to study the accuracy of PS detection and
estimation of the flux. We present preliminary results of these MC studies.
INTRODUCTION
In the X-ray and gamma-ray astronomy one of the most important problems is to provide an accurate and precise dif-
fuse model to detect PS and to estimate their spectra. If the diffuse model does not correctly reproduce the background
of the sky, it can introduce large systematic errors in the detection of the PS and in the flux determination. This is the
motivation to find a background-independent method that is not influenced by the systematic error due to the precision
of the diffuse model.
PGWave: a Wavelet Transform Method
PGWave is a method, based on Wavelet Transforms (WTs) [3], that can be used to find PS without the need of a
background model.
The WT of a 2-dim image f (x, y) is defined as:
w(x, y, a) =
"
g(
x − x′
a
,
y − y′
a
) f (x′, y′)dx′dy′ , (1)
where g(x/a, y/a) is the generating wavelet, x and y are the pixel coordinates, and a is the scale parameter.
PGWave uses the 2-dim Mexican Hat wavelet (Figure 1):
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This chosen g ensures that the WT of a function f (x, y) = c1 +c2x+c3y (a tilted plane) is zero. Therefore, the WT
will be zero for both a constant or uniform gradient local background. While the WT is not sensitive to gradients in
the data with this choice of g, it is sensitive to second derivatives of f (x, y), e.g. local maximum or minimum, making
it suitable for detecting PS in an image.
The peak of the WT for a source with Gaussian shape (Nsrc total counts and width σsrc) is [3]:
wpeak(a) =
2Nsrc
(1 + σ2src/a2)2
. (3)
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extensive tests of the performance of our algorithm for the
case of ROSAT PSPC X-ray images.
In we outline the basic characteristics of our method.° 2
Then, in we study the statistical properties of the WT,° 3
which allow us to establish conÐdence levels for the exis-
tence of detected sources. Later we present a complete(° 4),
description of our algorithm, for both detecting sources and
evaluating upper limits on a list of positions. is aSection 5
summary of the results obtained.
2. PROPERTIES OF THE METHOD
The WT of a data set allows the selection of particular
features of interest in the data. Various kinds of WTs exist,
depending on what data properties are being investigated,
and they rely on di†erent ““ generating wavelets ÏÏ ; common
to all types of generating wavelets is their dependence on
position and length scale, and also their having zero mean
and Ðnite norm. In the case of images in two or more
dimensions, there may be as many independent scale
parameters as the number of dimensions.
TheWT of a two-dimensional image f (x, y) is deÐned as
w(x, y, a)\PP gAx[ x@
a
,
y[ y@
a
B
f (x@, y@)dx@ dy@ , (1)
where g(x/a, y/a) is the generating wavelet, x and y are the
pixel coordinates, and a is the scale parameter. In our case,
f (x, y) describes the number of photons recorded in each
pixel of the image ; we are interested in detecting discrete
sources of emission, having in most cases a nearly bell-
shaped spatial proÐle ; therefore, we choose for g a function
having a similar shape (if we had interest to Ðnd a localized
periodicity in the data, we would have chosen an oscillating
g, and so on). An useful property of every function g is that
it is a localized function, namely, it is appreciably di†erent
from zero only in a Ðnite neighborhood of the position (x, y)
where it is evaluated. Therefore, the value of w(x, y, a)
deÐned in will be a†ected only by the values ofequation (1)
f (x, y) in positions within a few times the scale parameter a.
The evaluation of w(x, y, a) at di†erent scales a permits the
study of structures in the data f (x, y) of various spatial sizes.
The choice of a unique scale parameter for both x and y
axes arises from the assumption that most sources are iso-
tropic, and it may be relaxed to study anisotropic sources
(see ° 4.7).
Throughout this work, we use the two-dimensional
““Mexican hat ÏÏ wavelet (see Fig. 1) :
g
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which has all properties required for a generating wavelet
and is signiÐcantly di†erent from zero only for r less than a
few times a (e.g., o g oº 10~4 for rπ 5a). Our deÐnition has a
slightly di†erent normalization (by a factor a) from that
given by other authors (e.g., et al. but it isRosati 1994),
more convenient because g is dimensionless.
This chosen g ensures that the WT of a function f (x,
(a tilted plane) is zero. Therefore, they)\ c1] c2 x] c3 yWT will be zero for both a constant or uniform gradient
local background (withinD5a). While the WT is not sensi-
tive to gradients in the data with this choice of g, it is
sensitive to second derivatives of f (x, y), e.g., local maxima
or minima, or even ““ step functions,ÏÏ making it suitable for
detecting sources in an image [local maxima of f (x, y)].
FIG. 1.ÈMexican hatÈgenerating wavelet g(r/a)
This is clear if we note that [integrating by parts, and pro-
vided that the function f (x, y) goes to zero at inÐnity]
w(x, y, a)\PP A2[ r2
a2
B
e~r2@2a2f (x@, y@)dx@dy@
\[a2PP e~r2@2a2A L2fLx@2] L2fLy@2Bdx@dy@ , (3)
where r2\ (x[ x@)2] (y[ y@)2.
Unfortunately, second derivatives can arise from instru-
mental artifacts, for example, because of shadows cast by
the entrance window supporting structures or ““ ribs ÏÏ in
proportional counters, or interchip gaps in CCD-based
detectors. We deal with this di†erently in ° 4.2.
Let us consider a source with total counts and withNsrca Gaussian shape of width namely, s(r)\psrc,its WT is (seeNsrc/2npsrc2 e~r
2@2psrc2 ; Fig. 2) :
w(r, a)\ Nsrc
(1] psrc2 /a2)2
A
2[ r2
a2] psrc2
B
e~r2@2(a2`psrc2) , (4)
which, as a function of r, has the same form as the gener-
ating wavelet g(r/a), provided that a is replaced by the quad-
rature sum The peak of this function occurs(a2] psrc2 )1@2.for r\ 0, where theWT amplitude depends on a as
wpeak(a)\
2Nsrc
(1] psrc2 /a2)2
. (5)
Such dependence allows us to derive the width of apsrcGaussian source once its WT has been computed at several
scales a. It is useful to understand the asymptotic behavior
of [henceforth denoted simply as w(a)] as the ratiowpeak(a)assumes very small or very large values. If the WT ispsrc/acomputed at a scale a much larger than the source size
then the source shape is ““ seen ÏÏ as a d-function(psrc/a] 0),by the transform; therefore, for a Ðxed source width psrc,w(a) approaches a Ðnite value as a]O. If thew(a)\ 2Nsrc
FIGURE 1. Mexican hat generating wavelet g(r/a).
Such dependence shows a l ear correlation between the WT peak and the total number of photons detected from a
source.
Monte Carlo Simulated Data
The data used to study PGWave are created using MC simulation of the sky in the energy range from 1 GeV to 10 GeV.
The MC simul ions are performed with gtobssim, a Fermi tool used to simulate point sources and diffuse emission
for Fermi observations, with a specific spectral shape, for a selec ed regio of the sky. 1
The simulation includes:
• galactic diffuse emission,
• isotropic background,
• PS.
FIGURE 2. dN/dS distribution of 3FGL PS. The green dashed line is the input PS distribution in the Monte Carlo simulation.
The fluxes of the PS follow the LogN − LogS function given by the green dashed line in Figure 2, derived from
3FGL catalog [4]. The spectral energy distribution of the sources is a Power law with spectral index randomly chosen
1We thank Mattia di Mauro (SLAC) for providing us the MC data.
from Gaussian distribution with µ = 2.30 and σ = 0.40 motivated by the distribution of extra-galactic sources in the
3FGL catalog.
The main parameters used to create the MC data are summarized in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Parameters used to create the MC
data.
Energy range 1 GeV - 10 GeV
Interval of time 92 months
IRF P8R2−SOURCE−V6
FIGURE 3. Counts map of the MC data in the region of the sky: −90◦ < LON < 90◦, −40◦ < LAT < 40◦.
PGWave: Analysis
PGWave, as described before, is a WT method that works on counts map. We pass the MC data as input in PGWave
and it gives a list of PS candidates that contains, in particular, position, significance and WT peak values.
For the analysis with PGWave we apply some selections to the data:
1. we restrict the analysis in the area: −90◦ < LON < 90◦, −40◦ < LAT < 40◦,
2. we mask the Galactic Plane (−5◦ < LAT < 5◦),
3. we choose MC sources with a Flux > 10−10ph cm−2s−1.
The parameters used for PGWave analysis are summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Parameters used in the PGWave analysis.
Pixel dimension 0.1◦
MH Wavelet Transform scale 0.3◦
Statistical confidence 3 σ
Minimum number of connected pixels 5
PGWave: Point Source Detection
We compare the results with the MC data using a method that associates the PGWave seeds with the input sources.
The algorithm for the association is based on a positional coincidence, with a tolerance radius of 0.56◦ (similar to PSF
at 2 GeV), and on a flux ordering. The flux ordering algorithm associates the seeds with a large WT peak value with
the bright MC input sources, this allows a better association in particular in the cases where inside the tolerance radius
more than one source are present.
In the MC data there are 1230 sources, with a flux above > 10−10ph cm−2s−1. PGWave finds 808 seeds, of which
720 are associated with MC sources using our association method with a tolerance radius of 0.56◦.
FIGURE 4.Counts maps of the MC data with MC sources, represented here with yellow diamonds, and PGWave seeds, represented
with magenta diamonds. Left: the counts map of all the region. Right: a zoom in the region of the dimensions of 40 × 60 degrees
centered in the position of LAT= 25◦ and LON= 320◦ .
PGWave: Flux Determination
For the estimation of the flux of the associated PS we use the WT peak value, because a linear correlation between
them is expected (Equation(3)). Figure 5 (left) shows the plot of the MC input flux vs the WT peak value of the
associated PS. A linear correlations is observed. This allows the possibility to derive the flux of the sources using a fit
and the WT peak values provided by PGWave. To determine the best fit, we select the associated PS with MC Counts
>100.
The statistical uncertainty on the WT peak value is estimated by the total number of photons inside the circle
with wavelet scale radius.
To derive the bracketing values we use the PSF at 1 GeV and at 10 GeV for the P8R2−SOURCE−V6 data in the
WT peak (Equation (3)). All reconstructed PS fluxes fall within the bracketing values.
One can see from Figure 5(right) that PGWave finds more than 85% of the MC sources above 2×10−10ph cm−2s−1.
Conclusion
In this work we apply PGWave to MC simulated data, in the presence of diffuse emission background.
1. We confirm that PS detection works well at | LAT |> 5◦.
2. There is a very good correlation between the WT peak and the input MC flux which makes WT a very promising
method to find a background independent estimate of the PS flux.
In future, PGWave could be useful for detecting PS and estimating their flux without the need of a background model.
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FIGURE 5. Left: Plot of the associated PS. X-axis: MC input counts, y-axis: the WT peak value from PGWave. The red line
represents the best fit, the two dashed lines are the expected values of the WT peak for the energy of 1 GeV and 10 GeV. Right:
Inverse cumulative distribution of the associated PS with the estimated flux. The red line represents the cut applied for the best fit.
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